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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

 This chapter has two sections: conclusion and recommendation. The former 

concludes the discussion on pro-life feminist rejection in fighting legal abortion in 

Texas as depicted in Unplanned (2019) movie. Meanwhile, the latter provides 

suggestions for further and additional research. 

5.1 Conclusion 

    The object of this research is a movie. However, we see the data was 

obtained through sound aspects from Unplanned (2019), which includes 

conversation, utterance, and narration that highlights the rejection of abortion. The 

analysis uses Feminism theory as the grand theory analysis, and specifically pro-

life feminism. The researcher found some similarities between the depiction of pro-

lifer in Unplanned (2019) and using pro-life feminist theory for analyzing the 

reason for their rejection of abortion. Moreover, this movie is focusing the setting 

in Texas, where Texas has a controversial issue about legal abortion. Other than 

that, this analysis focuses on finding how was pro-life feminists' rejected action in 

legal abortion in Texas, which depicted in Unplanned (2019). 

    According to the object and the analysis, the researcher discovered 

that pro-life feminists described the object of analysis as several approaches that 

are relevant to the theory of pro-life feminist rejection of abortion to the governance 

legalization in Texas. The result of this analysis is Pro-life feminists opposing 

abortion through religious action, social practice, and upholding moral relativism 
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values. Religious actions that carried out by pro-life feminists are praying for 

victims and conducting religious sermons. The two religious actions had different 

impacts, the prayer movement for abortion victims had a bigger impact than the 

religious sermon because pro-life feminists did it in the form of community and it 

is depicted in the film both have succeeded in fighting abortion on a larger scale 

than a religious sermon. Besides that, there are other actions taken by pro-life 

feminists to fight legal abortion, namely by carrying out practical social actions. 

The action includes a personal approach and offers solutions, and the two actions 

are targeted at women who are about to have an abortion by trying to have two-way 

communication or discussion, but these two actions will produce a stronger impact 

if carried out simultaneously. The last action is by upholding the moral relativism 

values, which pro-life feminists see the pro-choice feminists shows lie to the public. 

The action makes the pro-life feminist reveal the truth about abortion, which 

abortion actually has a negative impact on women that can irritate the value of 

feminism.  

   The results of the analysis above have an impact on the legal status 

of abortion that occurs in Texas as depicted in the film, as well as what is currently 

in effect. Texas has its own rules where abortion is legally prohibited except under 

special circumstances. Besides that, this analysis focuses on the perspective of pro-

life feminists and uses feminist, liberal feminist, and pro-life feminist theories to do 

the analysis, through sound theory to collect data from Unplanned (2019). 
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5.2 Recommendation 

    The results of the study give rise to two recommendations. The first 

recommendation is about using other theories that can be applied to the analysis for 

using Unplanned (2019) as the object analysis. The second recommendation is to 

apply the theory of pro-life feminists and pro-choice feminists for seeing the point 

of view about abortion from a feminist point of view. These recommendations are 

presented in the possibility that they will be useful to any cultural researcher and 

literature researcher. 

    The first recommendation is related to the uniqueness of the object 

analysis. According to the IMDB and another movie survey, this movie has a low 

score from the watcher because the movie highlights the pro-life feminist as the 

protagonist and the pro-choice feminist as the antagonist. Moreover, other 

researchers could use this object analysis to identify more deeply about the pro-life 

feminist from other points of view of analysis or do the analysis from the pro-choice 

feminist point of view. On the other hand, the second recommendation is related to 

the implementation of this theory of analysis that can be implied in the other object 

analysis, which is related to gender or feminism's point of view about abortion 

itself.  

 


